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Problem Statement

Hearing loss is a condition that affects about 2 to 3 out of every 1.000 children born in the US. 1

Common types of hearing loss are Conductive Hearing Loss (CHL) or Single Sided Deafness (SSD) are
two different types of hearing loss, the former being a dysfunction in one’s ability to transfer sound
through either the outer ear, the eardrum, or the middle ear , and the latter being a total dysfunction of the
ear, including the cochlea. In people with Single Sided Deafness or Conductive Hearing Loss, a different
method of transmitting sound must be employed to give the user an auditory understanding of their
surroundings. Bone Conduction is a commonly used technology to assist in hearing for those that
experience hearing loss, working by directly vibrating one'

In modern espionage settings, the ability to receive and transmit information while retaining
secrecy is desirable. Classic methods, such as “wearing a wire”, or tiny in-ear headphones are popular,
however, there is still the risk of being exposed by a suspicious onlooker. The ability to retain discretion
while in a high stakes situation can prevent the user from being discovered by a belligerent force, thus
saving the user from dire consequences.

Solution
To aid in applications of espionage and hearing aid technology, we propose a Wearable Bone

Conduction Microphone affixed to the molars of the bottom teeth. Previous attempts at a wearable bone
conduction speaker have proven that the molar provides sufficient access to the jawbone, making it a
suitable location for bone conduction. In our implementation, we will aim to use either NFMI, Bluetooth,
or AM signals to transmit to a receiver on a pcb inside an insulated case. On this pcb will also be a
microcontroller for controlling the receiver and routing audio to an audio amplifier. This audio amplifier
will then be routed to a bone conduction transducer. These components will be sufficiently tiny so as to
not be an impediment to the wearer.
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Visual Aid



Deliverables
● The pcb, fitted with all components, must fit in a 15 mm^2 area.
● Upon fitting the speaker in the mouth, normal speech must be intelligible.
● While talking, the speaker should not be visible to an onlooker without close inspection.
● Speech transmitted through the bone conduction must be minimally intelligible at 2 khz.
● Current in the circuit should not surpass 100 mA so as to decrease risk of dangerous shorting.



Subsystem Overviews

Battery Subsystem
This subsystem is responsible for proving the input voltage to the ICs as well as the

microcontrollers that we are using in our project. As we have a size constraint for our project (roughly 20
square millimeters), the battery must not take up too much space on our PCB. Our battery will then be a
Lithium Ion coin battery which will not be more than 6mm in diameter. The voltage output for batteries
like this are not usually more than 3V, thus our ICs for the entire circuit will also not have an operating
voltage higher than 3V. This battery will be connected to a voltage regulator to ensure stable voltage
output from the battery unit. Additionally, the battery will be rechargeable through a covered USB C port
connected to a linear regulator. As shown in the circuit diagram of the USB4125-GF-A-0190 the USB-C
port we will use two pins, the V_BUS and the GND to recharge the battery. We connect this to the
MCP73831. This device is a highly advanced linear charge management controller for use in space
limited, cost-sensitive applications. Along with their small physical size, the low number of external
components required make the MCP73831 ideally suited for portable applications. For applications
charging from a USB port, the MCP73831 adheres to all the specifications governing the USB power bus.
The MCP73831 employs a constant-current/constant-voltage charge algorithm with selectable
preconditioning and charge termination to accommodate battery charging requirements. The constant
current value is set with one external resistor. The MCP73831 devices limit the charge current based on
die temperature during high power or high ambient conditions. This thermal regulation optimizes the
charge cycle time while maintaining device reliability.

Signal Subsystem
This subsystem will be responsible for receiving a signal from a WIFI receiver, relaying it to a

microcontroller, and outputting the audio to the bone conduction subsystem. The Wifi receiver that we are
using is the ESP01, which will be pre programmed  by connecting to an Arduino Uno. The transmitter
and receiver will connect through HTTPS with SSL to ensure that communication cannot be interfered
with by a malicious third party. It is given a supply voltage of 3.7V from the battery subsystem. The
received signal is then relayed to the microcontroller, the ATTINY85. The ATiny then sends the audio out
through a GPIO after being modulated from a PWM signal that is also produced from the AT Tiny. The
output from the inbuilt DAC is then sent out through the GPIO to the Bone Conduction Subsystem.

Bone Conduction Subsystem
This subsystem converts a digital signal output from the microcontroller into vibrations of the

magnetic coil of the bone conduction transducer. The purpose of the audio amplifier is to amplify the
signal to the required power input of the bone conduction transducer, 1 Watt. The Bone Conduction
transducer is exposed to the back two molars of the upper set of teeth, where it is heard through the
cochlea via the jawbone. This specific circuit displays the amplifier which takes the analog 8 bit signal
output by the ATtiny85 and amplifies it, the first capacitor is to decouple the dc signal from the analog
signal. The first two resistors, reading from left to right, shift the up, essentially the signals voltage is



increased to a range at which the gate for the transistor can create a valid output signal. The transistor and
the resistors connected to its source and drain determine the amount of gain for the signal, these values are
dependent therefore on the output of the ATtiny as well as R1 and R3. The C1 capacitor serves to denoise
the signal and the C2 capacitor serves as a second denoising capacitor. The goal then, taking the 8 ohm
transducer and supplying it with the requisite current to make sure the total power consumed is 1 watt.

Material + Fabrication Considerations
As this is an in mouth wearable, we must ensure that any random shorting of the electrical

components inside the housing is not possible. Additionally, we should make sure that the material used
to construct the housing is not easily corroded by saliva. For fabrication of the housing, we will most
likely use plastic injection molding with nylon, as nylon is preferred in dental application as opposed to
less safe thermoplastics.

Tolerance Analysis

The average oral temperature of humans is 98.6° F(37° C). According to doctors any temperature value
over 110° F(43° C) can cause superficial burns to the inner lining of the cheeks. Anything over 160°
F(71° C) will cause severe burns to the mouth and can cause long term damage. In our block diagram, the
component that will dissipate the most heat will be the voltage regulator. We plan on using one 5V battery
and using a voltage regulator to regulate the voltage to 3.3V. To determine the heat dissipated by the
regulator we have to find the difference between the source and the regulated voltage and then multiply
that by the total amount of power dissipated by the entire PCB. Going part by part to calculate the total
power dissipated by the circuit, first we have the AM receiver which has a power dissipation of 25 mw.
Next is the ATiny85 which has an approximate power dissipation of 10 mw. After which comes the
Amplifier which has a power dissipation for a 4 ohm speaker (in our case 4 ohm transducer) of 400 mw.
Finally the transducer has a power dissipation, if run at 3.3 volts of 2.7 Watts. As of right now the
expected power required for the circuit will be approximately 3W. The voltage drop across the voltage
regulator is 3 volts. Since the circuit is powered at 3.3 volts, this means the power dissipated by the
voltage regulator is slightly less than 1 Watt. Reading the datasheet for the voltage regulator, it has a
thermal resistivity of 115 Celsius per watt. Thus the temperature of the voltage regulator would be
approximately 100 Celsius which would cause severe burns within the mouth of the wearer. To address
this issue extensive testing must be done to find the optimal power required by the transducer for
comprehension by the user and lowering the voltage supplied to the transducer to match this value.

Subsystem Reqs



● Battery Subsystem
○ Voltage output must be a constant 3.3V.
○ The MCP73831 can charge the battery

■ We will test this by using a voltmeter to measure the voltage on the battery. If the
component is working properly the dead/low battery will have a lower reading on
the voltmeter vs when it is fully charged.

○ Flashing LED when low battery
■ We will use the STAT pin to create a threshold voltage to send a signal to an LED

to indicate low battery. We will test this by measuring the voltage across the
battery and then checking if the LED flashes after a set voltage.

● Signal Subsystem
○ The ESP01 must be able to receive data via HTTPS on a secure server.

■ ESP will be assigned an IP Address upon connection to University network. In
order to communicate, the sender must be authenticated so that a malicious user
will not be able to hack into data stream.

■
○ The ATTiny must output intelligible audio at a minimum frequency of 4Khz.

■ After audio is output from the AT Tiny, in testing it will be received by the GPIO
pins of a raspberry pi, where it will be analyzed using a Short Time Fourier
Transform. If speech is intelligible at 4Khz, the Spectrogram will output
non-noise energy at 4Khz.

○ The ATTiny must output analog signals for use by the Bone Conduction Subsystem.
■ We will initially verify by connecting a small piezo speaker to the GPIO output

of the ATTiny. Intelligibility of the output audio will indicate completion of this
requirement.

● Bone Conduction Subsystem
○ There must be 1 watt power being supplied and consumed by the bone conduction

transducer.
■ Before casing the system in acrylic we can check the voltage and power across

the transducer to make sure it is functional.
○ The amplifier must not introduce distortion to the original signal, should only increase

signal energy.
■ Plot the input signal on an oscilloscope and the output signal on an oscilloscope

and test the amount of noise introduced and other such inaccuracies.



Block Diagram

Ethics and Safety.

This project will be designed in compliance with safety standards as defined by International
Safety Organization 14971 (ISO 14971), which is a document discussing methods of risk
management in wearable medical devices. 2 The document defines generally the concept of risk
as “the probability of occurrence of harm, and the consequences of harm, that is, how severe it
might be”.3 Based on this definition, we identify sources of risk in our project:

● Current short for any reason, i.e. overheated circuit components, loose wire connections,
etc.

● Circuit overheating leading to melting of acrylic material.
● Insecure communication to ESP01 unit.

3
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We will discuss how to mitigate these risks in order. To ensure that the circuit components do
not short, we will also follow ISO 14971, which details practices such as using specific
connectors for each component (correct ports on the pcb), removing features that can be
mistakenly selected, such as extraneous GPIO pins. To alert the user that the battery is near
low battery, we will modulate the output signal with a series of beeping to indicate that the
device is nearing low battery. This will ensure that the user does not wear the component while
it is not capable of transmitting, or create unintended problems for the circuitry. We will also
ensure that no piece of conductive material is exposed to the user by first creating a plastic
housing for our components, and then melting a layer of acrylic over the housing. More details
regarding acrylic materials will be discussed later in the document.

Circuit overheating discussed in tolerance analysis.

In order to ensure that communication between the transmitter and receiver is not compromised, a
secure socket for communication will be established between these components. This will be
accomplished with a standard SSL certificate to ensure that communication will not be compromised by a
malicious third party.

As any interface which directly interacts with the human body, safety is of paramount importance. This
requirement is compounded by the fact that electrical and battery components are being placed in the
mouth for this particular project. As such, to address these concerns, we will insulate the pcb and the
associated components with great care, and run the system at low power values. To help determine the
ideal materials and methodology to insulate such components we have been in contact with a professional
dentist, Dr. Shilpa Khatavkar who works for East Bay Dental.

Poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA), also known as acrylic resin, has many favorable properties
in such an application. First off, using equipment provided by the dental office, we are able to create
plaster molds of an individual's upper palette, teeth and jaw. Using such a mold in combination with
acrylic, it is possible for the aforementioned material to be poured directly into the mold and over the
circuit components to assure a personalized fit to an individual that will not prove to be an impediment.
This material is ideal for electrically insulating the components of our pcb as well, as it has an extremely
low electrical conductivity. 4
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In addition to insulting electrical components, the material has to also be heat resistant and
unreactive when coming into contact with the various chemicals that exist in the mouth such as saliva,
food particles, weak acids, ethyl alcohol  etc. Therefore, on the recommendation of the office, we have
decided on a material commonly used in dental practices in applications such as dentures, the material
being acrylic resin.

In regards to its inert nature, the material has had numerous studies that have demonstrated its
safety in the oral cavity. Acrylic resin has the property of maintaining its hardness even in the presence of
materials commonly found in foods. In one such study, published in the National Library of Medicine, the
material was tested thoroughly through continuous immersion over a 30 day period in substances such as
weak acids, ethyl alcohol, and water. The results indicated that, over various commonly used brands of
acrylic resin, there was at most a 20% change in hardness.9 While this may, at face value, seem significant
it is an unrealistic situation for the material to be placed in, as, commonly coffee is not held in a stagnant
position in the mouth for 30 days at a time. This is corroborated through studies as well. It is estimated,
30 days of immersion in coffee is equivalent to 2.5 years of continuous wear10. Due to the nature of the
Bone Conduction Discrete Communicator needing to be removed from the mouth for charging for
example, it is possible to make a theoretical estimate and assume the acrylic's lifespan in this specific
application could be even longer. Despite this, the slow degradation of acrylic is something to be taken
into consideration and an additional layer of insulation could be necessary.

Next we must consider the thermal capacity of acrylic resin.
In addition, we are in contact with a dentist, Dr. Shilpa Khatavkar, to address concerns regarding,

materials which can safely be placed within the mouth, materials which can interface with teeth, and ideas
to aid the insulations of requisite electrical components.
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